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ant to reduce sanitary sewer overflows
(SSOs)? Start with a comprehensive maintenance plan. Olathe, Kan., found that preventive
maintenance reduced its SSOs from 33 in 1999 to
an average of 5.6 per year for the last 5 years. In
recognition of all the following efforts that went
into the program, the Kansas Water Environment
Association awarded Olathe the Category 3 Award
for Outstanding Collection System Operations in
2002, 2003, 2004, and 2006.

Commit to Excellence
Olathe encompasses an area of 55.95 mi2 (144.91
km2) with more than 114,000 residents. It is the
second-largest city in Johnson County and the
third-largest suburb on the Kansas side of the
Kansas City metropolitan area. Area growth has
been phenomenal, and the city’s Utilities Division
has worked hard to ensure that the infrastructure
is maintained and upgraded, where necessary, to
support it.
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The Utilities Division has about 395 mi (636
km) of collection mains and 26,665 wastewater
service connections. Its maintenance equipment
primarily consists of four combination trucks for
high-pressure cleaning and suction, one backyard
attachment, and one vehicle-mounted, closedcircuit television (CCTV)-inspection system.
The division’s maintenance section staff include
a collection system supervisor, a maintenance
planner, a plumbing inspector, and 10 maintenance
specialists. These personnel maintain 17 lift
stations, inspect new service connections and
existing pipes, repair the collection system, and
perform preventive maintenance. Three two-person
crews are assigned regularly to clean various areas
of the collection system and remove roots.

Plan To Succeed
Planning is a major reason for the success of
Olathe’s program. In the 1990s, the division had a
reactive maintenance program and needed to move
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Figure 1. Footage Cleaned Per Year

to preventive maintenance. The overall goal was
to eliminate SSOs, which primarily are caused by
root growth, grease buildup, insufficient capacity,
structural failure, and vandalism. With this in mind,
division staff set the following goals:
• Inspect sewer mains once every 5 years via
CCTV.
• Clean areas with heavy buildup of fats, oil,
and grease twice a year.
• Pressure-clean or root-cut one-third of the
collection system each year (about 660,000
ft/yr [201,200 m/yr]).
•	Root-cut known problem areas annually.
• Investigate other methods for controlling root
growth.
Since 1999, division staff have inspected about
526,120 ft (160,400 m) of the collection system
and cleaned 5.5 million ft, or 1046 mi (1.7 million
m, or 1683 km), of pipe — more than double the
system’s total footage (see Figure 1, above). In the
first year, the division cleaned 286,000 ft (87,170 m)
of its system. Staff have since aggressively increased
their efforts, cleaning about 1 million ft, or 196 mi
(304,800 m, or 315 km) in 2004; and 1.3 million ft,
or 245 mi (396,240 m, or 394 km), in 2005. Some
areas are root-cut more frequently than once every
3 years because CCTV inspections have indicated
excessive regrowth.
About 46% of Olathe’s system is vitrified clay
pipe (VCP). For the first 4 years, division staff
treated 50,000 ft/yr (15,200 m/yr) with an herbicide
to eliminate tree roots and slow their regrowth;
in 2005, 80,000 ft (24,400 m) were treated. (This
primarily is used in backyard easement areas
that are hard to access with division trucks.) The
treatment leaves a useful residue that may last up
to 5 years, and treated areas are not cleaned unless
they have confirmed blockages, because pressurecleaning removes the residue. Division personnel
use CCTV to spot-check these mains to determine
if root growth has restarted.
To reduce backups related to fats, oil, and
grease, staff began educating local businesses
about grease interceptors. The division periodically
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sent bulletins and letters to restaurant owners and
managers, notifying them about the city’s requirements for grease interceptors and the importance
of proper maintenance to comply with sewer-use
regulations. Staff also began cleaning restaurantarea sewer mains twice a year.
As the division’s preventive maintenance efforts
rose, the incidence of SSOs fell. Olathe has not yet
reached zero backups, but the frequency of SSOs
has been in the single digits for the last 5 years (see
Figure 2, p. 117).

Maintain Good Records
Collection system knowledge and history formerly
was passed orally from operator to operator. Now,
the utility has a formal procedure for tracking data
on such variables as the age and construction
material of each collection system component. Staff
use a CCTV system for pipe assessments, record
each inspection, and immediately identify critical
repairs needed. The assessments help determine
repair priorities and are being used to develop the
5-year rehabilitation plan.
Division personnel also have implemented
activity-based costing and management. Activitybased costing provides the leadership team with
detailed information for use in developing budgets,
estimating future rates, and measuring performance.
Managers now have access to numerous reports
on the fully burdened cost (including both city
and division overhead) and the actual activity
cost (without overhead) of all collection system
activities.
Activity-based management provides a rational
basis for selecting which business practices and
services to improve first. It involves establishing
performance measures, reviewing current
performance on a month-to-month basis, noticing
developing trends, and adjusting the planned
workload accordingly. This measurement system
provides hard data — in lieu of subjective judgments
and intuition — so managers can make better
budget decisions. For example, division staff now
know that:
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Figure 2. Sanitary Sewer Overflows Per Year
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• the average production rate for pressurecleaning pipes is 153 ft (46.6 m) per staffhour,
• the average production rate for cutting roots
is 144 ft (43.9 m) per staff-hour, and
• the approximate cost to clean or cut roots is
$0.21/ft ($0.69/m).
In addition, the division maintains a relational
database that enables staff to marry data on
maintenance, television, asset replacement, and
numerous other factors as needed to help answer
questions and plan for future needs. The data also
are used in the division’s Internet mapping service,
from which field crews can obtain immediate maps
when traveling to job sites.
Meanwhile, the division has introduced field
computers to its maintenance program. The
goal is to create a paperless work-order system,
improve communication, increase productivity,
and respond to customers more effectively. With
these computers, staff can download assigned
work orders, get related maps via the Internet
mapping service, and access a global positioning
system to help find the job site.
Staff also have created a tailored computerized
maintenance management system and are

Jared Hill and Shane Banks of the City of Olathe
Kan., Utilities Division work to clean one of the
city’s sanitary sewer mains. An extensive preventive maintenance program including frequent line
cleanings has helped the city greatly reduce its
number of sanitary sewer overflows.
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mapping the entire collection system in a
geographic information system. At press time, all
sewer lines and manholes had been mapped, but
analysts were still entering the detailed data for
each manhole and project number. Staff already
have mapped the division’s CCTV-assessment and
root-treatment history. The map is color-coded to
illustrate which lines have been inspected and
which are overdue. Now, staff can identify more
accurately areas that have not been inspected
in the last 4 years. They also can print maps of
all the sewer mains that have been cleaned in a
particular year, so they can track progress and
prioritize remaining tasks. As staff become more
familiar with the geographic information system,
they are finding even more uses for it.

Keep Customers Satisfied
To determine residents’ expectations and
measure their satisfaction with the services
provided, the division uses such tools as external
and internal surveys, focus groups, and employee
advisory councils. The division also is a charter
member of the annual Direction Finder Program
of the ETC Institute (Olathe, Kan.), a communitybased market research firm. The program was
developed to provide community leaders with
statistically valid information for use in making
better strategic-planning decisions.
The annual Direction Finder survey measures
Olathe residents’ satisfaction with nearly 50 types
of municipal services and compares it to that of
residents in 22 cities, both in the local area and
nationwide. According to the 2005 survey, Olathe
water and sewer services were the best in the
metropolitan area and exceeded the national
average for customer satisfaction by 10%.
The institute also performs quarterly surveys,
and in 2005, Olathe’s wastewater services attained
the highest-ever level of customer satisfaction.
In the second quarter of 2005, 100% of those
surveyed said they had not experienced a sewer
backup caused by the collection system. (This is
unprecedented, according to the ETC Institute,
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cleanup costs — no matter
what caused the SSO. (Once,
the cause was a jug lodged
in a main.) The division also
will pay each customer up to
$500 for installing a backwater
device — a one-way valve — in
the service line to prevent SSOs
from entering the property
again.
Since 1999, the City of Olathe Kan., Utilities Division division staff
have cleaned 5.5 million ft, or 1046 mi (1.7 million m, or 1683 km),
of pipe — more than double the system’s total footage. Division staff
includes Tony Leighton, Robert Shadoin, Tom Hoover, Matt Aber,
Jared Hill, Vincent Wolfe, Ryan Hughey, Shane Banks, Denton Lewis,
Ira Speer, Jason Killion, and Dustin Franklin.
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because, typically, at least someone believes that
a backup is the city’s fault.) Olathe also set a new
overall-system-quality record — a 90% satisfaction
rate — in the same quarter.
The division’s maintenance staff also investigate
an average of 140 sewer-backup and odor calls a
year. The standard procedure in backup calls is to
pressure-clean or root-cut the main — even if the
problem seems to be in the customer’s service line
— unless the weather is extremely bad or the main
has been treated for roots. Sometimes cleaning
the main fixes the problem anyway, and the effort
shows customers that division staff are trying to
help. Staff also offer customers advice on how to
prevent future backups.
To improve customer satisfaction further,
the division introduced an SSO reimbursement
program in the mid-1990s. This is a no-fault policy
designed to help offset a customer’s expenses for
cleaning up the mess. Whenever the collection
system backs up into private property, the division
will reimburse each customer up to $2000 for

The Utilities Division relies on a vehicle-mounted, closed-circuit television (CCTV) inspection
system to inspect its collection system. Here
James Haynes uses the system to inspect a
sanitary sewer main.
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Refine, Refine, Refine

In addition to preventive
maintenance, division staff
undertook a flow monitoring
program to identify infiltration
and inflow (I/I) in the system.
The data they collected to investigate I/I also were
used to validate a hydraulic model of the collection
system. The division used this model when
developing its Sanitary Sewer Master Plan Update,
which is based on a 50-year level of storm protection
(the city’s standard). The plan’s I/I assessment and
capacity evaluations show that 92.3% of existing
mains can handle a 50-year storm event. Armed with
this information, Olathe planned sewer rehabilitation
projects and I/I removal efforts to eliminate its
capacity problems. The division completed the third
and final phase of this plan in 2002.
Every year, Olathe analyzes whether its goals
are appropriate. So far, the staff’s answer is, “Yes.”
However, the division still has questions that have
to be answered:
• Does cleaning one-third of the system each
year provide the best results?
• Should Olathe continue to treat roots, or
should it do something else?
• Which areas are below capacity?
• How significant is the city’s I/I?
At press time, division staff also were trying to
determine whether they could inspect and clean the
PVC mains only once every 10 years. (Data show
that clay pipe mains require root cutting once every
3 years.)
Can Olathe achieve zero SSOs? With luck, yes.
Preventive maintenance alone not only reduced
SSOs but also improved customer relationships
and staff motivation. If the capacity management,
operations, and maintenance (CMOM) program is
implemented in the future, Olathe will be ready for
it. Division staff’s strong commitment is what truly
created this success.
David Bries is utility maintenance superintendent, and Andrew Rook is field services supervisor
for the City of Olathe, Kan.
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